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Face to contests, different people have a different attitude. Some people are more 

likely to regard it as competition, but others just play for fun. Though some people 

think to play for fun is better, but with our society becoming more competitive, it is 

important to learn from competitions. Nowadays, competition is an influential and 

efficient way of children’s education. 

In general, competition means a contest or rivalry between two or more entities, 

organisms, individuals or groups. It arises whenever at least two parties strive for a 

goal which cannot be shared, where one’s gain is others loss. As for play for fun, ‘fun’ 

is the reason why players are interested in the contest and develop a passion for it. 

Winning, to them, comes as a secondary goal, an incarnation of high spirits, 

teamwork, and fun. 

Both ways can make children learn to cultivate interest, cooperation, and practice 

skills. However, competitions can make children’s interests last longer. There are 

three reasons that can explain although they have similarities, competition is better 

than play for fun. First, a lot of young athletes choose to continue the sports as their 

future career because through competitions those young athletes have more chances to 

get rewards and it will make them feel the sense of achievement so they can keep the 

enthusiasm of the sports. Second, to win the competitions must be teamwork, because 

their ultimate goal is the first place. Through the competition, young athletes must 

learn how to cooperate and fight for their common goal. Third, play for fun can let 

children try various activities but children do not learn the actual skills from play for 

fun because they will not focus on the game, in the other word, children who 

participate in the competition have to learn and practice more professional skills to 

utilize in competitions. 

As for differences, first, competition is more focus on the result instead of the 



processes and as this phenomenon, children will be more concentrate and force 

themselves to do their best. For this reason, children will be more aggressive for the 

competition and they will learn skills faster and better. Second, competitions make 

people feel stress but play for fun is relaxing. Reality is very ruthless, so children have 

to get a good result to survive in this society. To exemplify, nowadays children attend 

many competitions, such as the qualification exam, students should be extremely 

focused on the result, just care about the processes is not enough. Therefore, children 

should build up their ability and improve their competitiveness when they are young. 

According to the article from ‘the telegraph’, young athletes’ training has been 

seen as child abuse, but through this kind of training, when children grew up, they can 

still persist in the sports, because they can find their value from training and 

competition. If those young athletes just play for fun, although they learn some skills, 

they do not have any specialty and they will lose the passion easier, because they lack 

goals and they will never reach the first place. 

In conclusion, competition is an influential and effective way for children to 

learn. Children can cultivate interest during the competition because they really 

concentrate on it. Also, children can learn the importance of cooperating with their 

teammate cooperation can help them a lot in their future career. Last but not least, 

because the competition really focuses on the process and result, children need to do 

every action perfectly during the process to get the best result, so competition can 

help children to improve their skills and make them try their best to build up their 

professionalism. Parents should give their children a chance to compete, rather than 

just playing for fun, so their kids can have more opportunities to learn from 

competitions. 
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